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Abstract: Designing an authentication system for securing the power plants
are important to allow only specific staffs of the power plant to access the
certain blocks so that they can be restricted from using high risk-oriented
equipment. This authentication is also vital to prevent any security threats
or risks like compromises of business server, release of confidential data etc.
Though conventional works attempted to accomplish better authentication,
they lacked with respect to accuracy. Hence, the study aims to enhance the
recognition rate by introducing a voice recognition system as a personal
authentication based on Deep Learning (DL) due to its ability to perform
effective learning. The study proposes Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth
and Deep Multi-Layer Perceptron (ERB-DMLP) as it has the ability to
perform efficient and relevant feature extraction and faster classification. This
algorithm also has the ability to establish effective correlation between voices
and images and achieve the semantic relationship between them. Voice pre-
processing is initially performed to make it suitable for further processing by
removing the noise and enhancing the quality of signal. This process is also
vital to minimize the extra computations so that the overall efficacy of the
system can be made flexible by considering the audio files as features and
the images as labels to identify a person’s voice by classifying the extracted
features from the ERB Feature Extraction. This is then passed as the input
into DMLP model to classify the persons, and trained the model to make an
accurate classification of audio with corresponding image labels, and perform
the performance test based on the trained model. Flexibility, relevant feature
extraction and faster classification ability of the proposed work has made it
explore better outcomes that is confirmed through results.

Keywords: Authentication system; power plant; equivalent rectangular band-
width; deep multi-layer perceptron; convolution neural network

1 Introduction

Power plant also known as power station and at times generating plant or generating station
is a facility in industries for electric power generation. These industries have to be secured by
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maintaining strict measures so that unauthorized persons can be prevented from attaining access
to the serious equipment. On the other hand, Voice communications permits huge quantities of
information exchange that makes it an ideal medium for communication in comparison to other
probable alternatives [1]. Using various mediums like communication for securing the power station
is significant. In big industries like power generating industry, the staff’s access control is vital for
purposes of integrity. It has also been stated that human errors were the main reason for all the
economic losses occurring in power stations [2].

The study introduces an effective access control for humans to impose authentication for accessing
few confidential or sensitive departments/sections of power stations. In these nuclear stations, trained
and highly qualified staffs have been needed where the errors due to humans have been found to possess
serious impact on the cost and safety [3].

Conventionally, several earlier researches have introduced resource management reformation and
responsibilities re-planning to control all the human errors [4]. This study introduces a robust Speaker
Recognition System (SRS) which could grant permission to access only the authorized power plant
through a voice analysis. Language has been introduced due to several human descents residing in
various geographical areas. These languages vary in accordance with the location and surroundings
nature that has been human inhabited. In recent years, various kinds of native tongues and accents
have been found [5]. The SRS have been utilized as a solution to assist the systems for enforcing
security and privacy. A recommendation has also been afforded that the service providers utilized
it for preventing various autonomous attacks thereby protecting all the personal data. As voice varies
with person, a system to identify voice has been introduced that rely upon a circumstance that each of
the human voice generation systems have been differently structured [6]. In voice generation process,
the Vocal Tract (VT) has been stated as the significant factor. The speech tone is directly impacted
by the shape of the VT and objects that have been accessible within mouth like teeth count [7]. These
speech systems experience various kinds of challenges that are important for modelling process of
the speakers. Moreover, an arbitrary voice signal has been used to represent the basic challenges
faced by the SRS. The random nature of the voice signal could be achieved from characteristics of
electric fluctuation over time. The signal information might vary with time that makes it complex
to depend upon the frequency information for VT process modulation [8,9]. On the other hand, the
speech identification process encompasses of two varying phases. Initial phase indicates the speaker
identification system dependent on text, simply relying upon the correct voice imprint during the
training and testing stage. A time domain analysis has been used to execute these systems. It also
possesses certain drawbacks stating that the overall matching amongst the training and testing data is
vital. However, it is nearly not possible [10,11]. On the other hand, the speaker identification system
independent on text might be found in accordance with the signal frequency analysis. This has been
carried out through the use of frequency domain analysis namely Fourier Transformation (FT). The
central demerit of this proposed approach includes the voice inconsistency to reality. Besides, the voice
signals are typical time varying signals as its spectral information change in accordance with time [12].

With regard to the above cases, the traditional models don’t seem to possess the suitable capability
for securing the power plants using voice recognition system that accommodates altering nature of
the voice signal. Nevertheless, the traditional models might use the FT as one of the significant
techniques for analyzing frequency. Supplementary approaches namely convolution, zero-crossing
and correlation have been usually used as a time domain method for speech signal analysis. It has
been found that the conventional voice identification approaches are not consistent to solve the
time varying nature of the voice signal. However, securing the power plants is highly essential for
protecting property, society, people and environment from the harmful impacts of ionizing radiation.
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Inspired by this, the present study aims to develop a secure personal authentication system for power
plants utilizing voice recognition based on DL as DL typically possess the ability to perform effective
learning.

The main contributions of this study are listed here.

Using the proposed ERB for extracting only the relevant features.

To develop a voice-based authentication system for power plants to improve its security through
the introduced hybrid ERB-DMLP.

To analyses the performance of the proposed system by get important results through measure-
ments of important namely accuracy, precession, recall, and f1-score. This analysis helps to evaluate
the efficiency of the introduced techniques and also use confusing matrix that let more detailed analysis
for measurements.

The paper is organized in the following way. All the fundamental concepts related to the
significance of securing the power plants are discussed in Section 1. Then, all the existing techniques
used in this context along with its research gaps are presented in Section 2. Subsequently, the overall
proposed system is comprehensively explained in Section 3. Results obtained after implementing the
proposed system is discussed in Section 4. Finally, the overall system is concluded in section V along
with the future work to be undertaken in this area.

2 Review of Existing Works

Various methodologies and approaches used by the existing system for securing the power plants
through various authentication systems are presented in this section.

Security in power plants is essential. Accordingly, the Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) comprise of
various systems utilised for physical manipulation and critical infrastructure monitoring like industrial
systems, security systems especially power plant systems. A Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) control
systems and instrumentation deploy several control systems that organise viable and safe neutronics
control as well as the electrical sub-systems including the complete power controlling system. In the
industrial plants like NPPs, the operations of the system have been undertaken by the embedded
controllers co-ordinated by Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) software. A control-
aware attack on the software or controller could make the control system for functioning in an un-safe
mode or at times to shut down the plant completely. These malware attacks could lead to high cost for
the organisation to clean up, recover as well as maintain activity. The operational mode of SCADA
systems produces more log files. These have been found to be valuable for plant behaviour analysis and
diagnosis at the time of ongoing attack. Nevertheless, they remain difficult and bulky for inspection
in a manual way.

Main aim of assessing vulnerability have been to find and highlight all the susceptibilities
occurring in the system. This permits to analyse the weakness as well as most serious issues to be
initially solved. Conventionally, the vulnerability assessment techniques would handle with physical
system analysis related with the NPP. Conversely, the development of computer networks and digital
control systems have made these techniques to be enhanced for including these basic systems as
well as vulnerability issues. In addition, the digital systems were utilized in NPPs from 1980s.
These systems were used only for Non-Safety Control Systems (NSCS). It also did not require any
vulnerability assessment technique. All the NPPs have been designed by integrating digital control
and instrumentation systems as the support for protection, monitoring and display, control alarms.
This results in new vulnerabilities like critical alarm suppression, data displays in a disrupted way
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or any unauthorised access to system security from all the connected networks [13]. An analysis has
also been carried out to find all the incidents of cyber-vulnerability at the nuclear installations in
addition to critical facilities that affords the vulnerability assessment enhancements that have to be
undertaken [14]. The Nuclear Regulatory Commissions (NRCs) introduced vulnerability assessment
technique that laid the framework for an efficient technique. However, there exists various key
integrations as well as alterations that have to be carried out to enhance its efficiency. These comprise
of comprehensive digital component and system inventory, enhanced penetration testing and usage,
vulnerability database use as well as software analysis, risk redefinitions for utilization in cybersecurity
context and lastly high vulnerability assessment [15]. The existing studies have also used various data
mining (DM) methods like computation and least square approximation (LSA) techniques. These
could be utilized in log analysis and take necessary actions when needed.

This paper explored algorithms and techniques to develop efficient monitoring strategy in
contradiction to the control-aware cyber-attacks. To classify the genuineness of packets, the soft
computing has applied. The complexities of it’s are reduce when the features are reduced in data set
[16]. Its methods have also been explored like computational geometric technique and LSA that could
be efficient in monitoring the design phase. This study afforded insights into predictive observation
of its efficacy by simulations of attack on a Four Tank Model (FTM) and also using the computation
methodology for diagnosing it. The efficacy of LSA and Convex Hull Approach (CHA) for detecting
anomaly has been tested through the use of FTM test-bed. In addition, the computational geometric
methods like CHA and LSA have various merits in examining the complex log data that have been
attained from SCADA server as well as in anomaly detection. CSE (Control System Engineers)
have awareness about several statistical methods for detecting faults in control systems. Nevertheless,
employing these methods in control system security in contradiction to cyber-attacks have also been
unexamined. NPPs also possess server-logging configurations to store the historic data in addition
to the output of low-level controllers. A substitute for online monitoring methods would be using
these algorithms as an offline monitor. In accordance with this, the article [17] explored a fault-
diagnosis technique that rely on Deep Belief Network (DBN) and Correlation Analysis (CA). Feature
selection ability of CA has been used for reducing dimensionalities and DBN for identifying faults.
These techniques have been validated with a fault dataset comprising of seven fault kinds with sixty-
four parameters. Initially, the dimension of the dataset has been minimized under varied correlation
coefficients. Subsequently, the study trained a DBN by utilizing the dataset. This later compared the
network accuracy ad convergence speed of the training stage through the use of threshold technique.
Outcomes explored high training speed and convergence if the threshold value is 0.233.

In the same way, various techniques were focused by many studies. This study illustrated
the introduced fault diagnosis model’s performance by the utilizing Personal Computer Transient
Analyser (PCTRAN). Additionally, the study compared the results of fault diagnostics from Back
Propagation-Neural Network (BP-NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with other existing
techniques. Outcomes attained from the comparative analysis explored that the introduced technique
possess obvious merits over supplementary techniques and this would be profound important to
diagnose the faults occurring in the NPP. This study has to be further enhanced to improvise its
accuracy. Efficient measures for securing the NPP using Big Data Analysis (BDA) has been used in
this study [18]. This study introduced security measure that rely on classifying the incidents of past
attacks and BDA method that performs data processing generated from each security equipment.
Control system’s security has been anticipated to be supported via these efficient measures. Traditional
behaviour analysis utilized a passive technique that rely on the previous data. This paper introduced
an alternative technique that could detect threats quicker which rely on the pattern analysis to prevent
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the personal information leakage. In this manner, it will also be possible for extracting behaviours that
try to leak any critical information through a monitoring system that observes access by use of web
users and also track these hackers.

From the analysis of various existing systems in securing NPP, DL have gained attention in recent
years [19] The DL methods possess various applications. Decision fusion, transfer learning, human
activity recognition, class imbalance issues have attained enhancement in accuracy and performance. It
has been concluded that the DL methods have gained more interest in every field where the traditional
ML methods have been applicable. Finally, it has been said that DL is an efficient approach and could
affords the researchers to evaluate incredible and hidden issues quickly that are related with application
for generating accurate and better outcomes [20,21]. DL techniques like Deep Boltzmann Machine
(DBM), Recursive Neural Network (RNN), Auto Encoder (AE) and Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) have been attracted recently [22]. These DL techniques as well as their corresponding layer
wise architectures have been elaborated by relying on classifying several emotions. The main thing to
note it these techniques afford easier training of model and shared weight efficiency [23]. Likewise,
this study [24] recommended a technique for estimating combined NPP risk by employing the factors
of cyber security to external Platform Security Architecture (PSA) model. Outcomes revealed that the
introduced integrated cyber security and safety risk analysis technique could assess the complete NPP
risk scope and impacts of security controls of the proposed system like RS-015 in a quantitative way.
The system has to be further enhanced to increase the security of NPP [25]. Though various traditional
methods have been suggested and obtained satisfactory outcomes, they have to be further improved
in terms of recognition rate. These methods are also inconsistent in solving the time varying nature of
the voice signal. These significant issues have to be resolved for effective voice recognition.

3 Proposed Methodology

The study aims to introduce an authentication system for securing the power plant based on DL.
Though traditional works focused to accomplish this, it lacked in terms of recognition rate. To solve
this, this research introduces a voice recognition system as a personal authentication to restrict specific
staffs of power plants from accessing high risk machineries y proposing ERB-DMLP that rely on DL.
Generally, these models possess the capability to perform effective learning. It also has the ability of
automatic feature deduction with fine-tuning to attain the preferred outcomes. Automatic learning
could also be performed by methods based on DL even on any alterations that explore its robustness.
It can be employed for numerous data types and applications. Due to these advantageous merits of DL,
the study introduces methods based on it. Robust Spectorial based ERB is introduced for performing
feature extraction as it is capable of including all the micro-scaled voice signals needed for further
processing. This assists in effective classification. In addition, DMLP (Deep Multi-Layer Perceptron)
is proposed for classification as it has the ability to perform faster classification which makes it explore
better recognition rate. Various stages involved in these processes are outlined as shown in Fig. 1.

A speech extraction style has been applied to recover speech recognition when the signals are
disparate with noise. regression of the speech recognition performance is reason by variation between
the sample training and the recognition environment because to untrue voice against non-voice
classification at low Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNRs). We used the equivalent rectangular bandwidth
ERB it is filter bank cepstrum mechanism is to extract a speech feature and removing noise. By this
technique to construct a learning model using the vocal model to get better the speech recognition
rate. The ERB filter bank cepstrum was examined in a computational auditory scene analysis system,
which analyses the properties of the speech signal.
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Figure 1: Overall view of the proposed system

Initially, the voice dataset is loaded and followed by features extraction is performed through
ERB, then converting audio data to image data and applying computer vision models. After this,
re-processing is carried out for further efficient processing. The next stage is mapping the extracted
features with the labelled image data, then it will enter the recognition stage, where feature mapping
and optimisation is performed through the proposed hybrid Deep Multi-Layer Perceptron (DMLP).
Then comes the stage of training and testing, through which the required classification is obtained, thus
determining the voice corresponding to the person’s image. Finally, the performance analysis is also
undertaken to determine the extent to which the proposed system is better than the existing system.
And therefore, illustrated the importance of training and testing done are obtained by the algorithm
used via compare the obtained classification values with the analysis of the confusion algorithm

3.1 Speech Signal Pre-processing

Speech signal illustrated in the Fig. 2 it need to pre-processing to the expansion or development of
a speaker recognition system, that means isolate the voiced region from the silence, where extraction of
the voiced part (samples group) of the speech signal, due to the decrease in computational complicated
and explore the overall alterations that are employed to the signal before crossing it for analysis.
This procedure leads to the voice based recognition systems to be effective. SRS can handle different
speakers, where used dataset for our process which consists of audio files attached to images which
assuming they act as labels.
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• Input: Audio files, corresponding person’s images.
• Output: Predicted image for the given audio the verification starts by matching the correspond-

ing index with the voice records in this database.

Figure 2: Time domain waveform

3.2 Feature Mapping

A speech or speaker signal is composed of number of parameters. Suitable choice of feature vectors
is the significant function in speech recognition, so the feature vectors can be classified as long-time
and short-time feature vectors. The long-time ones are estimated over the entire length of the utterance.
The short-time ones are determined over window of usually less than 100 Ms. The long-time approach
identifies emotions more efficiently.

There are many scales of logarithmic frequency that have been suggested being the most pertinent
of the voice recognition and it around, such as the critical-band rate (CBR) scale, the Mel scale and the
Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) induced scale, where used calculate the critical bandwidth
at different center frequencies, and also in the determine of equal difference in perception of pitches
or levels regarding to those it. Feature extraction mechanism beginning with a filter-bank where each
filter has its center frequency and bandwidth defined along of frequency scales.

Traditional speaker features such as MFCC features usually do not perform well under noisy
conditions, because extracted features are deformed by noise, causing ill-matched, probability com-
pute. In the other hand we find a novel speaker feature, such as Gammatone Cepstral Coefficient
(GTCC), based on an auditory periphery pattern show that this feature captures speaker specifics
and implement better than conventional speaker features under the noisy. Also, based on equivalent
rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale, has accurate at lower frequencies.

3.2.1 GTCC Feature Extraction

Gammatone filter described by an impulse response resulting from gamma distribution and
sinusoidal tone is frequently used in audio filters in the audio system.

gammatone filter bank pass the signal (dismantling) it through a bank of gammatone filters
equally spaced on the ERB scale where Gammatone filter banks were designed to model the human
auditory system.

3.2.2 Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB)

ERB is the bandwidth of a rectangular filter to pass the energy of the filter as shown the Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Time-frequency feature extraction from spectrograms

Where the relation between the ERB of the human auditory filter and the center frequency
has been studied extensively using analysis terms to approximate measurement data from psychoa-
coustic experiment. Fig. 4 shows the time domain spectrogram, spectrograms are often a useful pre-
processing step.

Figure 4: Spectrograms of the audio data

ERB (f ) = a.f 2 + b.f + c, (1)

f : center frequency filter (kHz), and a, b, c : parameters, ∈ R.

The equation can be rewritten, because the ERB of human auditory system may vary with age
and sound level and from one listener to another, so the bandwidth of human auditory filters can be
approximated by the equation:

ERB (f ) = 6.23.f 2 + 93.39.f + 28.52 (2)

It can also be reformulated as follows

ERB (f ) = 24.7.(0.00437.f + 1) (3)

The Eq. (2) is applied in numerous auditory studies for selecting the center frequencies of the
auditory filter bank. Fig. 5 show the ERB filter bank.

The Fig. 6 closely the human auditory perception of pitch, which more sensitive to lower
frequencies than to higher frequencies. The scale remains linear for lower frequencies even to 1 KHz,
after which becomes logarithmic.
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Figure 5: ERB scale filter bank

Figure 6: ERB scale

3.3 Speech Recognition System

In general, a voice recognition system consists of several stages. The premier step is to collect the
necessary voice speech samples to make the speech database. It is the start to the speech recognition
system.

This speech signal is to be processed to identify the identical speaker. So, the signal is to be pre-
processed firstly. This it will better the quality of the input signal. From this signal the features are
to be gather. The system has to use a classifier in order to classify the speech signals. By using these
features extracted from the signals, the classifier is to be trained. After completing the training, the
system becomes recognized with the various parameters and their features, subsequently when another
speech signal is allowed, it will properly classify it.
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3.4 Deep MLP

This stage is known a recognition stage, where feature mapping and optimization is performed
through the proposed hybrid DMLP. Based on the trained neural network on Voice features, where
MLP minimizes the loss function by repeatedly updating these weights. The algorithm stops when it
reaches a preset maximum number of iterations; or when the improvement in loss this mean the model
indirectly learned the function that maps the inputs to the outputs. This procedure it requires a “large”
number of parameters to process multidimensional data. MLP, CNN combined to make the most of
each. MLP, CNN don’t do everything, but much of its success comes from identifying its purpose and
the good option of some parameters, such as Loss function.

3.5 Training and Classification

Classification task is a learning the algorithm that attention of the training data set to determine,
or learn the variables that will predict a good prophetic model, where the goal is to produce a trained
(fitted) model that generalizes well to new, unknown data. Classification of machine learning models
can be validated by accuracy estimation techniques, which splits the data in a training and test set
(conventionally 2/3 training set and 1/3 test set designation) and evaluates the performance of the
training model on the test set. In classification.

4 Results and Discussion

The proposed system is implemented and the obtained results are presented in this part. Moreover,
the dataset considered in this study were also explored. the performance metrics considered for the
analyzing the performance of the introduced system is also discussed. These results were revealed the
degree to which the proposed system is better than the existing system. Performance metrics were used
in machine learning are used to appreciate how well machine learning algorithms perform that used
which included accuracy and classification that include, precision, recall and F1-score. These it helps
understand the strengths, weakness and limitations of these models when making forecasts in new
placements. Tab. 1 and Fig. 7 shows the results obtained. Also discussed this section the accuracy and
its relation to the loss, which resulted on the layers of the deep neural network and the parameters that
it used and unused. And through the results obtained through the confusion matrix or as it is called
the error matrix, the accuracy of the algorithm showed how well the results matched the classification
report.

4.1 Results Analysis
4.1.1 Accuracy Score

Accuracy is the number of times a machine learning model will correctly predict a given result out
of the total number of times it predicted.

But it doesn’t tell us anything about the errors machine learning models make on new data we
haven’t seen before as shown Fig. 8.

Accuracy ∼ Score = (TP + TN) / (TP + FP + FN + TN) (4)

TP: number of True Positives, TN: True Negatives

FN: False Negatives, and FP: False Positives.
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These terms can be expressed as Fig. 9.

Table 1: Performance metrics to appreciate algorithms perform

Figure 7: The basic important metrics in the classification report
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Figure 8: Training and validation accuracy

Figure 9: Expression terms

4.1.2 Precision Score

The precision is intuitively the ability of the classifier not to label as positive a sample that is
negative.

Precision ∼ Score = TP/ (TP + FP) (5)

4.1.3 Recall Score

The recall is the ability of the classifier to find all the positive samples

Recall = TP/ (TP + FN) (6)

4.1.4 F1-Score

The F1 score a weighted average of the precision and recall, where an F1 score reaches its best
value at 1 and worst score at 0.

F1-score = 2 ∗ (precision ∗ recall) / (precision + recall) (7)
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4.1.5 Loss Function

To optimize a machine learning algorithm, there is a so-called loss function, considered better is
the best way to evaluate the quality of a function by calculating the difference between the predicted
values and the real ones, where it calculated on training and testing and its interpretation is based on
how well the doing for the model.

The objective of training a model is to find a set of weights and biases that have low loss. Higher
loss is the bad prediction for model, so if the predictions are ideal, the loss is zero. The Fig. 10 show
loss function.

Figure 10: Training and validation loss

4.1.6 Accuracy and Loss

frequently would observe that accuracy increase with the decrease the loss, but is not always.
Accuracy and loss have different definitions and measure different things. They often appear to
be inversely proportional but there is no mathematical relationship between these two metrics. The
accuracy doesn’t talk about the errors machine learning models make on new data we haven’t seen
before.

4.1.7 Confusion Matrix

One of issue of statistical classification is obtain a confusion matrix, that also known as an error
matrix or table of confusion. confusion matrix is a 2-D matrix which represent the overall performance
of the model or algorithm. Each row of the matrix illustrates the instances in a true class while each
column represents the instances in a prophesy class, or vice versa. It is a special kind of error table,
with two dimensions (“actual” and “predicted”) that reports the number of true positives (TP), true
negatives (TN), false positives (FP)and false negatives (FN) as shown in Tab. 2. This let more detailed
analysis than mere proportion of correct classifications (accuracy), where accuracy will yield deceptive
results if the data set is unbalanced; that is, when the numbers of observations in different classes vary
highly.

Through the confusion matrix, we find that the classes that are correctly categorized in the main
axis and the classes that are misclassified are zeros.
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Table 2: Confusion matrix

4.2 Dataset Description

SRS deals with various speakers. Accordingly, preparing the dataset is the significant step of pre-
processing. A simple speech dataset made up off recordings of pronounced digits in ‘wav’ files at 8
kHz, where contains encompassing 1500 record which has been collected from speakers. The test set
officially be composed of the 10% of the recordings and 90% of the training set as shown Fig. 11.

https://www.kaggle.com/divyanshu99/spoken-digit-dataset.

Figure 11: Dataset recording

4.3 Comparative Analysis

Performance of the introduced system is comparatively analysed by considering the test error
and validation error. Various methods such as spectrogram, mel-spectrogram, scalogram (morse),
smoothed spectrogram, scalogram (morlet), scalogram (bump) and smoothed spectrogram + scalo-
gram (bump) + mel-spectrogram are considered for analysis. The obtained results are tabulated in
Tab. 3 and graphically presented in Fig. 12.

https://www.kaggle.com/divyanshu99/spoken-digit-dataset
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Table 3: Comparative analysis in terms of validation error and test error (Sharan 2020)

Time-frequency representation Validation error (%) Test error (%)

Spectrogram 6.02 6.88
Smoothed-spectrogram 4.16 4.23
Mel-spectrogram 3.93 3.96
Scalogram (Morlet) 3.9 3.84
Scalogram (Morse) 3.86 3.6
Scalogram (Bump) 3.52 3.52
Smoothed spectrogram +
Scalogram (Bump) +
Mel-spectrogram

2.85 2.84

Proposed Method 2.25 2.18
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Figure 12: Analysis with respect to validation error and test error (Sharan 2020)

From the results, it is explored that the minimum validation has been shown by smoothed
spectrogram+ scalogram (bump) + mel-spectrogram with 2.85% (Sharan 2020). However, the pro-
posed method performed better than the considered traditional methods by exposing 2.25% as
validation error. Similarly, the test error of the proposed work has been found to be minimum than
conventional methodologies by showing 2.18%. As minimum error has been exhibited by introduced
system it is effective than existing methods. In addition comparative analysis is carried out by analyzing
the classification performance of traditional (MFCC-Deep CNN, Cepstral-VQ, MFCCLPC-SVM
and MFCC-VQ) and introduced methods. Obtained outcomes have been exposed in Tab. 4 and
Fig. 13.
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Table 4: Comparative analysis in terms of existing and proposed method (KS, Rudresh et al. 2021)

Feature extraction Classification Classification
performance in %

MFCCLPC SVM 85.86
MFCC Deep CNN 84.17
Cepstral VQ 86.667
MFCC VQ 93.333

Proposed Robust Spectorial ERB DMLP 94

85.86
84.17

86.667

93.333 94
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96
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Methods
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Figure 13: Analysis with respect to classification performance (KS, Rudresh et al. 2021)

From the analytical results, the classification performance of traditional MFCC-VQ showed
better classification performance at a rate of 93.33%. But, the proposed work has shown superior
performance than MFCC-VQ by showing 94% that proves its effectiveness in voice recognition. Thus,
the minimum error rate and maximum classification accuracy of the introduced Robust Spectorial
ERB-DMLP confirmed its effective performance. Efficient learning, relevant feature extraction and
fast classification ability of the proposed system have made it explore effective performance which is
an added advantage.

5 Conclusion

The study intended to introduce DL based methods for voice recognition as an authentication
system to restrict the staffs of power plants from accessing other blocks except their corresponding
blocks. This is needed to avoid any hazardous risks. Accordingly, time and frequency domain have been
the significant aspects for speech processing. Combining this leads to an efficient voice recognition
system. Thus, this study combined these two aspects by proposing EBR for relevant feature extraction.
Feature mapping has been performed and the recognition accuracy has been improved through the
proposed hybrid EBR-DMLP. The efficacy of the proposed system is confirmed through the results.
An analysis has been carried out with respect to accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score. The outcomes
revealed that the proposed system was able to afford high accuracy of 94% thereby minimizing
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errors and also recognises the voice faster. These results prove the efficiency of the introduced system
and shows its high applicability as a personal authentication system for power plants. This study
can further be improved in terms of accuracy by using other DL models. Comparative analysis
was also undertaken with respect to validation error, test error and classification performance, the
results proved the efficiency of the introduced system and shows its high applicability as a personal
authentication system for power plants. This study can further be improved in terms of accuracy by
using other DL models.
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